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matters of a domestic nature, but does not itself decide what
is of a domestic nature, and leaves it to the Court to decide .
I hope that the nations in this organization will declare their
readiness to accept the Court's compulsory jurisdiction so as
to give sinew and muscle to the decisions that are made .

I have spoken for Canada . We are, as I. have said, a
middle power, large enough to bear responsibility but not so
large as. to have traditions of national power or aspirations
which arouse fears and suspicion . As a nation of North America ,
we have our deep roôts .in two European cultures ---fhe British
and the French -- and also in the cultures of all the other races
of men that have -come to us .

By the accident of geography and history we find
ourselves squarely between the two greatest powers on earth . We
have no fortresses facing either . We want to live at-,peace with
our Northern neighbours, as we have lived so long at peace with
our Southern neighbours . _ '

In a world passing through twô great human experiences
-- the thrust of technology and the thrust of politIl;cal and
social change -- new perspectives have been given .for a betterlife . Must we admit that we cannot control these revolutions of
science and society? Shall we rather harness them for the common
goôd, .do it-now and prevent them from upsetting the .all-too-
fragile foundations on which peace rests today? That is our
task. We hear voices that speak of victories for'propaganda : .We are. not here .in this Assembly to .win wars of propaganda .- Weare here to win victories for peace . If I understand correctly
the thinking of the average man and woman today throughout the
world, they have had enough of- propaganda, of -confusion and fears
and-doubts . They are asking us for the truth . We are not
mustered„here under the direction and domination of any nation .
We are mustered not for any race-or creed or ideology . We are here
for the hosts of humanity everywhere in the world. Peoples andnations are waiting upon us . Man's hopes call upon us .tô -saywhat we can do . My hope is that we shall not leave this place
without having done something for mankind, so that we shall be
able to say to the peoples of the world that death's pale flag
shall not again be raised in war,-that fear shall be lifted from
the hearts and souls of men . For this could be`our'last chance
to achieve those objectives .

S/C


